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walking 10 years. completed a personal foot trip to China. walking 81000 kilometers. which is
equivalent to around the equator twice. breaking the walking world record. In the the domestic
outdoor adventure and trekking circle prestigious. major media interview. Decade weatherproof
line. he has gone 19 toenails worn out 52 pairs of shoes. 19 suffered robbery; Explore the Secrets of
Shennongjia. swallow the snake for food; case of Luo Xiao Shan Road python thrilling escape;
overnight accommodation Tibet Ali no man's land. alone battle a pack of wolves; vast Gobi Desert.
to survive by drinking blood and urine . It is his dedication and perseverance cast an extraordinary
life. Decade foot inscribed by the famous writer Chen Zhongshi title Yang Liwei. Siqingaowa. the Ni
Ping. vine Huatao effort to recommend horizon thermal...
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. We have read through and that i am confident that i am going to going to read through again again down the road.
Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this pdf in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Noel Stanton-- Noel Stanton

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr. Odie Hamill-- Dr. Odie Hamill
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